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1 Introduction 

1.1 What is LaTeX 

LaTeX is a document preparation system. Unlike most word processors 

(such as Microsoft Word, for example), it does not show you on the screen 

the layout of the document as it will be printed. LaTeX takes the place of a 

typographical designer to ensure the readability of the text.  

The aim of a LaTeX user is to produce a logically structured input file, 

which LaTeX can then process to generate print quality output. The author 

has to produce well structured texts and so the output document is forced a 

well ordered and logical document. 

LaTeX implementations are available for most computer platforms. All that 

is required is for a text file with the correct commands to be input into the 

LaTeX system and be processed. For Windows systems MiKTeX, together 

with TeXnic Centre provide an integrated LaTeX system. The packages are 

available for free download from http://www.texniccenter.org/ and 

http://miktex.org/. TeXnic Centre and MikTeX are implemented on the 

university NPCS system. 

This document describes creating documents using the TeXnic Centre 

package, which is a dedicated LaTeX editor and document production 

environment. As noted, other methods of document preparation suing 

LaTeX are available. The LaTeX commands embedded in the documents 

will, however, be the same whichever platform is used to create the final 

output. 

TeXnic Center is available on NPCS machines at Programs | 

Miscellaneous | MikTeX 2.7 | TeXnic Center.  

1.2 Other Sources of Information 

There is a wide variety of information available about LaTeX, much of it 

online. A vast collection of LaTeX related information is kept on the 

Comprehensive Tex Archive Network site at http://www.ctan.org/. 

Particularly recommended is the (Not So) Short Introduction to LaTeX2e at 

http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/info/lshort/english/.  

The key book for learning LaTeX is Lamport, L., LaTeX User’s Guide and 

Reference Manual, 2nd edition, Addison-Wesley, 1994.  

 

 

http://www.texniccenter.org/
http://miktex.org/
http://www.ctan.org/
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/info/lshort/english/
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2 First Steps 
A basic first LaTeX document is shown in Figure 1. The file starts with a 

\documentclass declaration. This tells LaTeX the type of document the 

author intends. The one here is article. Other classes exist and some are 

discussed below (Section 0).  

The actual text of the document is placed between the 

\begin{document} and the \end{document} commands. The space 

between the \documentclass and the \begin commands is called the 

preamble. 

 

Figure 1: A Basic LaTeX Document 

The output of the document processing can be to a variety of formats. The 

simplest is to convert the LaTeX input file to a PDF format which can be 

read by Adobe Acrobat. This is selected from the drop down box in the 

middle of the TeXnic Centre window.  

 

Figure 2: Output Document Format Selection 

To process the file, select Build | Current File | Build and View.  
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Figure 3: Build and View Command 

The window at the foot of the page shows the processing of the input file. 

When it finishes, the foot of the processing should show the LaTeX 

processing result. 

 

Figure 4: LaTeX Result of Processing 

This shows that there are, in this case, no errors or warnings generated, 

and one page of text has been output. In the case of TeXnic Centre Adobe 

Acrobat will be launched and you can view the output file. 
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Figure 5: PDF Output File 
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3 Text 

3.1 Characters 

There are ten characters which are used by LaTeX in its commands, and 

so cannot be used straightforwardly in text files. These are: 

# $ % & ~ _ ^ { } \ 

You can include these symbols in text by „escaping‟ them, which means 

preceding them with a backslash, for example \#. The only symbol which 

cannot be escaped in this way is the backslash itself, for which you can use 

the command $\backslash$. 

You may wish to have words or sections in italics for emphasis or 

boldface. These effects are achieved by the \emph{} and the \textbf{} 

commands, where the text you wish to style goes in the brackets. 

Quotation marks are single marks in LaTeX, the ` and „ symbols. 

3.2 Paragraphs and Line Breaks 

LaTeX accepts white space as indicating the end of the word or sentence. 

The number of white spaces does not matter – LaTeX typesets them in the 

same way. A paragraph is created by one or more blank line in the input 

file. 

A line break is forced by a double backslash \\, or by the command 

\newline. 

3.3 Hyphenation 

LaTeX is quite good at hyphenating words to fit them within a justified text. 

However, some words it cannot do and this can lead to warnings in the 

processing output of an “Overfull \hbox”. This means that LaTeX cannot 

find a good place to break the line and has run into the margin. 

Often, an overfull \hbox can be cured by telling LaTeX how to hyphenate a 

word it does not otherwise recognise. This is best achieved by adding a 

\hyphenate{} command to the preamble of the document.   

Suppose we wish to instruct LaTeX in how to hyphenate the word 

„hyphenation‟. The command in the preamble will thus look like: 

\hyphenate{ hy-phen-at-ion} 

The matching input and output files for examples of the commands in 

Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
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Figure 6: Input File 

 

Figure 7: Output File 

 

3.4 Lists 

LaTeX has three sorts of lists available. The two most frequently used are 

the itemize environment and the enumerate environment. An 

environment in LaTeX starts with a \begin command and finishes with a \ 

end command. Environments are used often in LaTeX input files.  

In either an itemize or an enumerate environment the list items start 

with the \item command. 
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Figure 8: Input and Output for List Environments 

Lists can be contained in other lists, and itemize environments within 

enumerate environments and so on.  

3.5 Tables 

A table is created in the LaTeX table environment. Within the table 

environment, the tabular environment is used to line the entries up. The 

tabular environment takes extra arguments to define the structure of the 

table. Three letters can be used to define the alignment of the table cell 

contents as left, right or centrally justified. This alignment will apply to all 

the contents of the given table column. A line | is used to place a vertical 

line down the side of the column. 

In the body of the table, the & symbol is used to separate the table 

elements. At the end of the table row, a \\ is used to move to the next row.  
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Figure 9: Input Table Example 

 

Figure 10: Output Table Example 

A common issue with tables is an entry which is much wider than is 

acceptable. This can be tackled with the minipage environment. 

Minipage takes as an argument a width, given in points, where a point is 

1/72nd of an inch. You can also use the \vspace{x pt} command to 

create a bit of space around the text on the minipage. 
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Figure 11: Table with Minipage Environment Input 

 

 

Figure 12: Table with Minipage Environment Output 
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4 Mathematics 
One of the main reasons to use LaTeX is the relative ease of typesetting 

mathematics. There are symbols within LaTeX to construct almost any 

possible mathematical equation. The symbols can only be used in math 

mode, or in equation environments. 

4.1 In Text 

Maths can be placed in text by using $...$ symbols. 

 

Figure 13: In-text mathematics input 

 

Figure 14: In-text Mathematics Output 

4.2 Un-numbered Equations 

Un-numbered equations can be displayed using \[…\] symbols. 

 

Figure 15: Un-numbered Equation Input 

 

Figure 16: Un-numbered Equation Output 

 

4.3 Numbered Equations 

Equations can be numbered automatically using the equation environment. 

 

Figure 17: Numbered Equation Input 

 

Figure 18: Numbered Equation Output 
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4.4 Long Equations 

A long equation may need to be split over more than one line. This is 

achieved using the eqnarray environment. 

 

Figure 19: Long Equation Input 

The eqnarray* environment is the same as eqnarray except that it 

does not generate equation numbers. The \mbox{} command indicates to 

LaTeX that the following symbol should be typeset as a binary operator – 

leaving it out removes the space between the + and θ symbols in the 

output. The command actually adds a small space in of the plus sign. As 

with the table environment, the equation is aligned on the & symbols. 

 

Figure 20: Long Equation Output 

 

4.5 Arrays 

Arrays are produced by the array environment. Like the table environment, 

it takes an argument which specifies the number and alignment of the 

columns. Rows are separated by a \\ and items within a row by a &. The 

last item in a row does not have the & and the last row in the array does 

not have the \\. 

  

Figure 21: Array Input 

 

Figure 22: Array Output 
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4.6 Matrices 

Matrices are constructed using array environments. The matrix is 

delimited by using one of the delimiters and a \left or a \right 

command to instruct LaTeX to fit the delimiter to the expression. 

 

Figure 23: Matrix Input 

 

Figure 24: Matrix Output 

 

Figure 25: Delimiters 

4.7 Symbols 

LaTeX has plenty of mathematical symbols already built in. Further 

symbols can be found, if required, in the packages amsmath and amssymb, 

where, for example, logic symbols are found.  

The figures below show an assortment of available symbols, but are not 

exhaustive.  
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Figure 26: Greek Letters 

 

Figure 27: Mathematical Symbols 

 

Figure 28: Mathematical Functions 
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5 Sections & Cross References 
LaTeX has the means to create sections and subsections within the 

article documentclass. The command for creating a document 

section is \section{section name}. There are also commands for 

creating \subsection{…}, \subsubsection{…}, \paragraph{…} and 

\subparagraph{…}. 

 

Figure 29: Sectioning Input 

 

Figure 30: Sectioning Output 

Cross referencing is achieved using the \label{…} and \ref{…} 

commands. To process the cross referencing, LaTeX needs to be run 

twice. The first pass constructs an auxiliary file where LaTeX places the 

locations of the labels and references. The second pass enables LaTeX to 

match the labels and references and insert the correct text. 
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Figure 31: Cross Referencing Input 

 

Figure 32: Cross Referencing First Pass Output 

 

Figure 33: Cross Referencing Second Pass Output 

Cross referencing can also be used for equations, figures, tables and, in 

fact, any object where you place a \ref{…} label. Each time you add or 

delete a \label or \ref command, you will need to re-run LaTeX twice to 

obtain the correct cross-referencing. 
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6 Figures 
Figures are not entered directly into LaTeX documents, but inserted by 

commands. Figures can be either in encapsulated postscript (EPS) format 

or gif format. Documents outputting to PDF format must have gif format 

figures. Documents outputting to PostScript format must have EPS format 

figures.  

6.1 Command 

To use graphics in a LaTeX document, you need to use the graphicx 

package. This is declared in the document preamble, using the 

\usepackage command. 

 

Figure 34: Including a Graphic Input 

A figure can be re-sized by LaTeX using optional parameters in the 

\includegraphics command. A figure caption is included using the 

\caption command, which also works for tables. 

 

Figure 35: Graphic Size Control Input 
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Figure 36: Graphic Size Control Output 

6.2 Floating Items 

LaTeX is a typesetting package. This means it will split sentences to fit 

them on lines, but figures and tables cannot be split up like this. These 

items, therefore, „float‟ to the nearest convenient place, such as the top of a 

page, in order to avoid half empty pages. 

The \begin{figure} and \begin{table} commands have optional 

arguments which allow you to influence (but not determine) where a figure 

or table should be placed. These location arguments are 

h: here, the item is placed at the current position in the text. 

t: top, the item is placed at the top of a text page. 

b: bottom, the item is placed at the bottom of a text page. 

p: page of floats, the item is placed on a separate page containing only 

floating items. 

!: this directs LaTeX to try harder to place the float at the earliest possible 

location in the document allowed by the rest of the argument and LaTeX‟s 

internal rules. 
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An instruction to LaTeX to place a figure object as near as possible to the 

current position would thus be \begin{figure}[!h]. The default 

specifier is tbp.  

The practical upshot of this is that LaTeX may well not place figures where 

you want them in the document, and it does this for good reasons. The best 

way to tackle this issue is to always refer to figures and tables using the 

\label{…} and \ref{…} commands, which ensures that your reader is 

guided to the correct item. 

More information on floating bodies can be found in the LaTeX User‟s 

Guide referenced in the introduction. 
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7 Titles & Tables of Contents 

7.1 Titles 

LaTeX can create a title page. A title page of a short document may not be 

printed on a separate page from the rest of the text, but has the same basic 

information, the title of the work, the author and a date. The date can either 

be specified by the user, or LaTeX will use the current date, so the date of 

the document will be the date the file was processed. 

The \maketitle command can be placed anywhere after the 

\begin{document} command, although conventionally it would be the 

first text to appear in a document. The \title{…}, \author{…} and the 

\date{…} commands must be before the \maketitle command. 

 

Figure 37: Title Page Input 

 

Figure 38: Title Page Output 

7.2 Table of Contents 

LaTeX constructs a table of contents from the sectioning commands which 

are used in the document. These are written into a toc file, which is then 

used to construct the table on the next pass of the LaTeX processor, in the 

same way as cross-referencing needs two passes of the processor. The 

command \tableofcontents creates the table at the given location. 

The commands \listoffigures and \listoftables produce, 

respectively, a list of figures and of tables. They work in the same way as 

\tableofcontents, but use the \caption{…} command of the figure 

and table environments to create the list content. 
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7.3 Splitting Documents 

It is easier to handle a large document by splitting into smaller chunks. 

LaTeX enables this with two commands, \input{…} and \include{…}. 

In both cases, you will need a central LaTeX document, into which all the 

other documents can be imported or included. 

The \input{filename} command inserts the contents of the file 

filename into the LaTeX document at the current point in the central 

document. The file called using the \input{…} command can itself include 

\input{…} commands.  

The \include{filename} command inserts the contents of the included 

file into the master LaTeX document beginning at the next page. The 

\include command has the property that not all of the document needs to be 

processed. If the \includeonly{file1, file2, file3} command is 

included in the master document preamble, only those files specified in the 

\includeonly{…} command will be processed. If a file is not included, 

LaTeX processes the files which are included as if that file had been 

included. LaTeX will be, of course, ignorant of any changes in the excluded 

file since that one was last processed. 

The \include{filename} command works well for, for example, writing a 

thesis or other document which is divided into chapters, where each file can 

be a separate chapter. The report document class allows the 

\chapter{…} command to specify chapter heading. 
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8 BibTeX 
Any scholarly activity relies on references to the work of other people. It is 

necessary to include these references in scholarly writing. LaTeX includes 

a separate program called BibTeX to handle the citing of references.  

To use BibTeX you need to specify a reference file using the command 

\bibliography{filename}. The bibliography source file is named 

filename.bib.  

To use BibTeX the input file must have a \bibliographystyle{…} 

command. The command specifies the style of the bibliographic entries. 

BibTeX has a number of basic styles built in, but other can be obtained 

from CTAN at http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/biblio/bibtex/contrib/. For 

example the package authordate1-4 includes 4 different styles of author-

date referencing. It can be included in your document by issuing the 

command \usepackage{authordate1-4} in the preamble. 

8.1 Entries 

An entry in a .bib file looks like this: 

 

Figure 39: .bib file entry 

This is an entry for a book, as defined by the @book command. This is 

followed by a key entry, which is used for citing the work in the document 

(Section 8.2). The key in this case is bry. The remaining entries are fields 

which cover the information vital for identifying the item. 

Other entry types are available, such as @article for a journal article and 

@inproceedings for conference proceedings. Details of the fields for 

these entries can be found in the LaTeX User‟s Guide.  

8.2 Citing 

A reference in inserted into the text using the \cite{key} command. The 

key is the one defined in the reference entry in the BibTeX file. The page 

number referred to can be included using an optional argument to the 

\cite command, so a reference to the second page of the work in Figure 

39 would be \cite[2]{bry}. 

http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/biblio/bibtex/contrib/
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Figure 40: Input for a Citation 

As with cross-references, LaTeX needs to be run several times to get the 

correct citations. In fact, LaTeX needs to be run three times, once to 

process the BibTeX file, once to collect the references, and once to insert 

the references into the output file. 

The result of the first pass of LaTeX on the above document is 

 

Figure 41: Output File First Pass 

The second pass establishes the bibliographic list. 

 

Figure 42: Output File Second Pass 

The third pass inserts the citation. 
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Figure 43: Output File Third Pass 

8.3 JabRef 

It can be a frustrating job ensuring that your BibTeX file is up to date. 

Fortunately, there is a graphical user interface which enables you to see 

the references in your .bib file and update and add to them. The tool is 

called JabRef and is available on both NPCS and Linux machines. 

It is not the purpose of this document to describe the usage of JabRef. 

Further information can be found from http://jabref.sourceforge.net/.  

 

Figure 44: JabRef 

  

http://jabref.sourceforge.net/
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9 Packages 
LaTeX has been stable at version 2e for some years. Extensions to LaTeX 

have been in the form of packages, some of which comes as standard, 

some of which are included in the MikTeX distribution, and some of which 

need downloading from CTAN.  

Packagers are invoked by using the \usepackage{…} command. We 

have already seen this in the use of \usepackage{graphicx}. The 

amsmath and amssym packages are invoked using this command to give 

a wider variety of mathematical symbols. There is also, for example, a 

fancyhdr package which gives more control over the headers of a 

document. For each package, more information should be sought in the 

documentation. 
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10 Errors and Warnings 
As you work with LaTeX, you will soon discover that even small 

typographical errors can lead to huge lists of errors when the file is 

processed. In TeXnic Centre, the error and warning messages appear in 

the bottom window. 

 

A typical error report would look like Figure 45. 

 

Figure 45: Error Report 

Here, LaTeX has got so confused that it has given up on the problem, and 

stopped. To trace the problem, we need to find the first error which LaTeX 

encountered, as that will have set off the chain of problems that caused 

processing to stop. 

 

Figure 46: First Error 

In Figure 46 we can see that the first reported error is „Runaway 

argument?‟, followed by the command that LaTeX did not understand, in 

this case {table]. Double clicking on the red cross makes TeXnic Centre 

indicate the line where the error is, in this case line 26. 
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Figure 47: Input File error Location 

We can see here that the \end{table} command has a square bracket ] 

rather than a brace } at the right hand side. Changing this will cure all the 

errors. 

LaTeX warnings are less critical. Some will eventually disappear, such as 

warning messages indicating that a new label specified in a \ref{…} 

command is undefined. As the file is re-processed, the label will be placed 

in the correct file, found, and the warning will disappear. Most warnings do 

not cause particular problems with the output, but it is as well to cure them 

before the document is in its final form. 

You will probably also see some TeX warnings. The most frequent warning 

found is that of an overfull \hbox, followed by a statement of how many 

points the line is too wide by. This means that LaTeX could not find a good 

place to break the line and so have overfilled it. This is usually due to it not 

knowing how to hyphenate some of words in the sentence which generates 

an overfull line. This can normally be cured by using the \hyphenation 

command described in Section 3.3. 


